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Abstract. Natural computing investigates and models computational
techniques inspired by nature and attempts to understand natural phe-
nomena as information processing. In this position paper, we consider
harness the nature for computation, from the perspective of natural com-
puting. We investigated facsimile computational models of self-
organization in nature, and identiﬁed dissipation of information ﬂow
as a common mechanism, where intermediate information is produced
through interactions and consumed through evoking novel interactions.
Based on this mechanism, we propose the concept of a harness: an in-
direct controlling method for natural systems. We realize this concept
through a computational model, and discuss how this concept has al-
ready been successfully applied in medical and ecological science.
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1 Introduction
The principle of natural computing lies in understanding nature in terms of
computing[10]. In order to understand a natural phenomenon, we mustdeﬁne
all related elements and interactions precisely; otherwise,we shall not be able to
obtain the algorithm for the phenomenon. However, it isvirtually impossible for
humans to amass all the knowledge required for such purposes.
Although computing has been used in activities such as sheep husbandry, it
is not possible to know everything about sheep, e.g., the manner in which they
communicate. It is known that sheep are ﬂock animals with a natural inclination
to follow a leader; therefore, a shepherd or sheepdog can easily control a ﬂock
of sheep by intimidation. Shepherds adopt strategic intimidation with a speciﬁc
objective; we refer to such a strategy as a “harnessing.” A harness is a sequence of
instructions that can be modiﬁed to alter sheep behaviour. Hence, we can design
a harness for guiding a ﬂock by changing the order of instructions. Therefore, a
harness can be regarded as an algorithm for computation. However, it is diﬀerent
from a conventional algorithm, which requires precise knowledge of all the related
elements and interactions. Using a harness, a shepherd can control a ﬂock of
sheep without knowing all about the sheep and their interactions.
To design a harness, we must have precise information about the instructions
to be used; the construction of a harness is similar to that of a computer algo-
rithm. When the designed harness is applied to natural systems, it may have
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desired as well as undesired eﬀects, thereby altering the system behaviour. Such
eﬀects and the resulting changes in behaviour may be unexpected.
Hence, computation using a harness diﬀers from that using an algorithm. The
execution of sequential instructions is similar in both cases; however, in the case
of a harness, the computation result does not solve the problem directly, but
produces eﬀects and side eﬀects in the system and guides the system to solve
the problem.
In this paper, we consider the use of a harness for natural computing by
investigating an algorithm for spontaneous self-organization in nature, on the
basis of an artiﬁcial chemistry known as abstract rewriting system on multisets
(ARMS).
2 Abstract Rewriting System on Multisets, ARMS
An Abstract Rewriting System on Multisets (ARMS, [14]) is a model of artiﬁcial
chemistry [1] based on computational algebra (rewriting systems) and physical
chemistry (such as Gillespie’s method [5]). We computationally characterized the
Edge of Chaos [15] by investigating the relationship between ARMS and a cel-
lular automaton. We showed how (computational) living things emerge through
chemical evolution and can be evolved using an ARMS, by applying this evo-
lutionary system to solve a simple mathematical problem [16]. Furthermore, we
propose a model of evolutionary dynamics for the proto-enzyme through an evo-
lutionary reaction network modeled by an ARMS, where repeated auto-catalytic
reaction networks emerge and are catastrophically destroyed [19]. This type of
behavior has also been reported using a replicator system [2]. Beyond the ﬁeld
of artiﬁcial life, ARMS has also been used in ecology [18], medical science [21]
and environment engineering [6] among others.
ARMS is calculated as an expression of expressed of the Chemical Master
Equation (CME), a stochastic expression of the Reaction Rate Equation (RRE).
Here, we demonstrate that an ARMS can be regarded as a CME and, through
continuous approximation, the deterministic RRE, which is denoted by a set of
ordinal diﬀerential equations that can be obtained from an ARMS [17].
Fundamentally, an ARMS is a construct Γ = (A,w,R), where A is an alphabet,
w is a multiset present in the initial conﬁguration of the system, and R is the
set of multiset rewriting rules. Let A be an alphabet (a ﬁnite set of abstract
symbols). A multiset over A is a mapping M : A → N, where N is the set of
natural numbers; 0, 1, 2,.. . .. For each ai ∈ A, M(ai) is the multiplicity of ai in
M . We can also denote M(ai) as [ai]. We denote by A
# the set of all multisets
over A, with the empty multiset, ∅, deﬁned by ∅(a) = 0 for all a ∈ A.
A multiset M : A → N, for A = {a1, . . . , an} is represented by the state
vector w = (M(a1),M(a2), . . . ,M(an)), w. The union of two multisets M1,M2 :
A → N is the addition of vectors w1 and w2, representing the multisets M1 and
M2, respectively. If M1(a) ≤ M2(a) for all a ∈ A, then we say that multiset M1
is included in multiset M2 and write M1 ⊆ M2. A rewriting rule r over A can
be deﬁned as two multisets, (s, u), with s, u ∈ A#. A set of rewriting rules is
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expressed as R. A rule r = (s, u) can also be represented as r = s → u. Given a
multiset w ⊆ s, the application of a rule r = s → u to the multiset w produces a
multiset w′ such that w′ = w− s+ u. Note that s and u can also be zero vector
(i.e., empty).
3 Simulation of Natural Systems
We can model multiscale self-organizing systems such as chemical reactions,
membrane systems (protocell models)[13], signal transduction systems in cells,
and ecosystems using ARMS.
Belousov-Zhabotinskii Reaction
The Belouzov-Zhabotinskii (BZ) reaction displays a remarkable repertoire of
complex behavior, including periodic and chaotic temporal oscillations, multi-
ple stable stationary states, temporally and spatially periodic expanding target
patterns, and rotating multi-armed spiral waves [3].
A simple abstract chemical scheme of the BZ reaction has been proposed by
Prigogine and colleagues [11] in the form of the following rules:
A
k1→ X : r1
B +X
k2→ Y +D : r2
2X +Y
k3→ 3X : r3
X
k4→ E : r4
In a simulation of the Brusselator model, the frequency of applying rewriting
rules follows the law of mass action, and the probabilities can be described as
follows:
Prob(x → x+ r1) = k1
Prob(x → x+ r2) = k2 x
Prob(x → x+ r3) = k3 x2y
Prob(x → x+ r4) = k4 x
Prob(x → x) = 1− (k1 + k2x+ k3x2y + k4x). (1)
The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 1. The model exhibits
oscillation between the value of X and Y (the limit cycle), where ARMS agrees
well with the kinetics of the diﬀerential equation model. In this model,
B +X
k2→ Y +D : r2
plays a key role: in order to activate or inhibit this reaction, the intermediate
substance Y is required, and so the rates of producing and consuming Y control
the system’s behaviors.
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Fig. 1. Limit cycle behavior of ARMS for the Brusselator system. Parameters: k1 =
100, k2 = 3, k3 = 10
−3, k4 = 1.
Chemical Autopoesis
Chemical autopoiesis has been proposed by L. Luisi [8] and F. Varela [9] as rep-
resenting a model for abiogenesis, and aspects of it have already been chemically
realized [8], [23]. Chemical autopoiesis is a chemical system based on the surfaces
of water drops in oil, where oil-soluble chemical “a” and water-soluble chemi-
cal “b” produce surfactant molecule “c” between water drops and oil; when the
concentration of “c” becomes large, a water drop covered by “c” is divided into
water drops of random size.
a+ b → c
In order to describe the membrane structure in ARMS we deﬁne the language
MS over the alphabet {[, ]} whose strings are recurrently deﬁned as follows:
(1) [, ] ∈ MS
(2) if μ1, ..., μn ∈ MC,n ≥ 1 then {μ1, ..., μn} ∈ MS
(3) there is nothing else in MS
The outermost membrane M0 corresponds to a container, such as a test tube or
reactor, that never dissolves. We describe the ARMS with the membrane as an
Active Cell System (ACS); a transition of ACS is denoted by the construct:
Γ = (A, μ,M1, ...,Mn, R,MC, δ, σ),
where:
(1) A is a set of objects;
(2) μ is a membrane structure (it can be changed throughout a computation);
(3) M1, ...,Mn are multisets associated with the regions 1,2,...,n of μ;
(4) R is a ﬁnite set of multiset evolution rules over A.
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(5) MC is a set of membrane compounds;
(6) δ is the threshold value of dissolving a membrane;
(7) σ is the threshold value of dividing a membrane;
μ is a membrane structure of degree n, n ≥ 1, with the membranes labeled in a
one-to-one manner, for instance, with the numbers from 1 to n. In this way, also
the regions of μ are identiﬁed by the numbers from 1 to n.
(1) All the rules are applied in parallel. In every step, all the rules are applied to
all applicable objects in every membrane. If there are more than two rules
that can apply to an object, then one rule is selected randomly.
(2) If a membrane dissolves, then all the objects in its region are left free in the
region immediately above it.
(3) All objects and membranes not speciﬁed in a rule and that do not evolve are
passed unchanged to the next step.
Dissolving and Dividing a Membrane
Dissolving a membrane is deﬁned as follow:
[ha, ...[ib, ...]i]h → [ha, b, ...]h,
where the ellipsis {...} illustrate chemical compounds inside the membrane. Dis-
solving takes place when
|wi|MC
|Mi| < σ
where σ is the threshold value for dissolving the membrane. All chemical com-
pounds in its region are then freed and merge into the region immediately above
it.
Dissociation of Membrane Compounds
Each compound in a membrane will break oﬀ over time, and these dissipated
membrane compounds are subsequently merged into the region immediately
above it: for example,
[0a, b, c, c, c[1c, c, c, a, b]1]0 → [0a, b, c, c, c, c[1c, c, a, b]1]0,
where membrane compound c in membrane 1 is dissipated and dissolved into the
upper region. Hence in order to maintain a membrane, membrane compounds
need to be continuously produced to exceed σ, otherwise the membrane will
dissolve.
When the volume of membrane compounds reaches a designated threshold,
then the membrane is divided. Membrane division is realized by dividing the
multisets into random sizes. The frequency of membrane division is proportionate
to its size as the size of a multiset becomes larger, the cell divides more frequently:
[ha, b, ...]h → [ha, ...[ib, ...]i]]h
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and membrane division takes place when:
‖wh‖MC
‖Mh‖ > σ
where σ is the threshold for dividing the membrane. All chemical compounds in
its region are then freed and separated randomly by new membranes.
Evolution of Cells
When a cell grows and reaches the threshold value for dividing, it divides into parts
of random sizes. This can be seen as a mutation. If a divided cell does not have any
membrane compounds, it must disappear immediately. As such, maintaining the
membrane through chemical reactions inside the cell can be seen as natural selec-
tion. If a cell cannot maintain its membrane, it must disappear. Thus, both divid-
ing anddissolvingmembranesproduce evolutionarydynamics.Hence, all surviving
cells in the ACS ﬁt the conditions for Gnti’s chemoton model [4].
Behavior of ACS
We set the ACS as Γ =(A={a, b, c}, μ = {[, ]0, ...[, ]100},M0 = {[a10, b10, c10]100},
R,MC = { c}, δ = 0.4, σ = 0.2) where;
(1) R, the length of the left or right-hand-side of a rule is between one and
three. Both sides of the rules are obtained by sampling with replacement of
the three symbols a,b, and c;
(2) Membrane structures are assumed to be (μ = {[1]1, ...[100]100}).
step state
0. [a10, b10, c10]
1. [a2, b5, c10]
2. [a10, b2, c7]
3. [a11, b3, c7]
3. [a6, b4, c5]
.......................
10. [a7, b4, c2]
.......................
16. [a1, b4]
Fig. 2. An example of state transition of ACS (λe closes to 0.0)
λe Parameter
In order to investigate the correlation between the characteristics of the rewriting




1 + (ΣrΔS<0 − 1) ,
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where ΣrΔS>0 corresponds to the number of heating rules, and ΣrΔS<0 to the
cooling rules. Heating rules take eﬀect when the right hand side of a given rule is
larger than its left hand side, while cooling rules take eﬀect when the left hand
side of a rule is larger than its right hand side. Hence, λe indicates the degree of
reproduction of chemicals inside a cell: when λe approaches 0.0, the reproduction
of chemicals is small, and when it approaches 1.0, reproduction is large.
step state
0. [a10, b10, c10]
1. [a10, b10, c10]
.......................
91. [a10, b10, c10]
92. [[b2], [b3, c1]]
93. [[b2], [b1, c1]]






140. [[[a1, b2][b2, c1]][b2][a1b3][b1, c1]]
141. [[a3, c3][a3, c2][a1c2]]
142. [b6, c5]
Fig. 3. State transition of ACS (λe in between 0.5 and 1.0)
The behavior of the ACS is classiﬁed by this parameter. When λe is small, cells
do not evolve but instead disappear. As λe becomes larger, the ACS demonstrates
“cell cycle”-like behavior, wherein a small cell grows larger before dividing into
smaller cells, which then in turn grow larger and divide, and so on. When λe
exceeds 1.0, the ACS grows larger and develops a complicated internal structure,
but when it exceeds 2.5, since suﬃciently large membrane compounds are being
produced compared to the dissolving rate of membrane compounds, the cell does
not divide and simply becomes a large cell with a simple structure.
This result shows that the consumption of membrane compounds results in
dynamical behavior of the system, but while suﬃciently large quantities of mem-
brane compounds remain, the system is stable and does not demonstrate dynam-
ical behavior.
Genetic ACS, GACS
In the previous simulation, we controlled the characteristics of reactions by
changing the λe parameter. The next step was to use reaction rules to the con-
trol the ACS, speciﬁcally by introducing heredity of reaction rules: i.e., when a
cell divides, the mutated reaction rules are inherited by the divided cell. In the
GACS, we denote the set of reaction rules as the rule matrix in Table 1:
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step state
0. [a10, b10, c10]
1. [a10, b10, c9]
.......................




45. [[b4, c2][b2, c2]][b1, c3]]
46. [[[b3, c1][b1, c1]][[b2, c1][b1, c3]]]
47. [[[[b2][a1, b1]][b1, c2]][a1, b3, c2]
[a1, b2, c3]]
......................
140. [[[a1, b1][b1, c1]][b2][a1, b1][b1, c1]]]
.......................
214. [[[[a16, b3, c2][a5, b5, c1][a3, b2]]]
[a4, b3]][[[[b2 ][b2][a1, b2]][a3, b1]]
[a3, b1][b4][a3, b1]]]
Fig. 4. State transition of ACS (λe in between 1.05 and 2.33)
step state
0. [a10, b10, c10]
1. [a12, b5, c9]
2. [a14, b4, c10]
3. [a13, b6, c11]
4. [a14, b8, c12]
5. [a9, b9, c10]
6. [a7, b10, c10]
.......................
87. [a17, b12, c21]
.......................
147. [a14, b20, c29]
.......................
242 [a17, b50, c44]
.......................
300. [a3, b56, c58]
Fig. 5. State transition of ACS (λe more than 2.5)
Table 1. Rule matrix
a b c
a x, yaa x, yab x, yac
b x, yba x, ybb x, ybc
c x, yca x, ycb x, ycc
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where x, yij represents the number of x compounds of i that are transformed from
the number of y compounds of j; when x = 1, it is not denoted. For example, 2, 3ab
is shorthand for a, a → b, b, b.When the number on the left hand side of a rule (e.g.,
x) is one, we abbreviate it, so a → b, b, b is abbreviated as 3ab.
Transmission of Reaction Rules. When a cell is divided, the reaction rules
that govern the cell are copied and passed down to the new daughter cell. At
that time, a point mutation occurs only in the copied rules passed down to the
new cell; the initial cell retains its old rules. Point mutations occur at the cell
division time point, rewrites x or y, and changes the number of transforming
substances.
An Experimental Result of GACS
We set a GACS as Γ = (A = {a, b, c}), R, μ = {0},M0 = {a10, b10, c10}, δ =
0.4, σ = 0.2), where the R is deﬁned as follows;
a b c
a 0aa 0ab 1ac
b 1ba 0bb 0bc
c 0ca 1cb 0cc.
In the evolution of the GACS, we examined the productivity of the membrane
compounds of R, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of membrane
compounds produced to the number of non-membrane compounds: for example,
denotes a → b, b, c, c and c → a. Two c are produced, while a combined three of




a 0aa 0ab 1ac
b 2ba 0bb 0bc
c 2ca 0cb 0cc,
At every step of the GACS, an acs (acsi) is selected randomly from Sacs and mi
is rewritten using ri; the pre-deﬁned ﬁtness function vf (acsi) gives the ﬁtness
value of acsi. If this ﬁtness value exceeds the required value θ, a sibling of acsi is
reproduced by mutating mi and/or ri. Otherwise, acsi is removed from Sacs by
dissolving its membrane to allow the internal compounds to be merged into the
upper membrane, and a new acs, acsi, is added to Sacs instead. The new acsi
has randomly generated reaction rules ri and a randomly generated multiset mi.
An outline of the algorithm of the GACS is summarized below.
Figure6 illustrates the time series of productivity, where the vertical axis il-
lustrates the steps and each dot is an R. It shows that initially, almost all Rs
evolve so that Prdmc > 1. However, after 100 steps, the productivity of the Rs
decrease. At this point, both the number and size of cells increase exponentially.
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Fig. 6. Time series of productivity of membrane compounds
Fig. 7. Time series of the distribution of internal nodes of the whole system
Furthermore, the structure of the cells gains increasing complexity. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the correlation between the number of cells, the size of the cells and
the number of steps, where each dot corresponds to an individual cell. Figure 7
illustrates the internal nodes of the whole system. If we regard M0 as the root
and other cells as internal nodes and leaves, we can regard the whole system as a
tree. We use the number of internal nodes in the tree as a metric of its complex-
ity. Figure 7 illustrates that the number of internal nodes increases exponentially
after 150 steps. It is interesting that when a cell grows into a hierarchical cell,
the R evolves to have low productivity. The reason for this behavior could be
that the R whose productivity is high always suﬀers from mutations, because
it promotes membrane division and thus generates more mutations than low
productivity Rs. If every cell is an elementary cell, the R must keep producing
membrane compounds at a high rate. However, when the cell forms internal
structure, high productivity is not necessary, because in a structured cell, if an
inside cell dissolves, the cell that includes the dissolved cell obtains its mem-
brane compounds. Therefore, as a cell evolves into a structured cell, the cell
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needs a high productivity of R. However, once it becomes a structured cell, high
productivity of R is ﬁltered out.
Modeling P53 Signaling Pathways
Thep53 signalingnetworkplays amajor role in cell survival, as it safeguards against
genetic instability, which can lead to tumor formation. However, the complicated
structure of the network hampers modeling with ordinary rate equation models.
The p53 signaling network has been studied intensively because over 50 to 55%
of all human cancers are reported to involve a mutation in the p53 gene [20].
The p53 protein is a transcription factor that plays a major role in regulating
the response of mammalian cells to stresses and damage, mainly through the
transcriptional activation of genes involved in cell cycle control (G1 arrest),
DNA repair, and apoptosis [20]. In healthy cells, p53 is a short-lived and non-
abundant protein, due to its rapid degradation [20]. However, in the presence of
DNA damage, p53 transforms itself from a latent to an active conformation [20].
p53 has two levels of activation, depending on the level of DNA damage. Weakly
activated p53 prevents damaged cells from proceeding in the cell division cycle
and promotes DNA repair. Highly activated p53 induces apoptosis and eliminates
mutated or irrevocably DNA-damaged cells.
To delay p53-induced apoptosis and permit cells that are not irreversibly
damaged or mutated to survive, p53 forms an auto-regulatory negative feed-
back loop with MDM2 oncoproteins. In addition, the survival factor promotes
the activation of MDM2 through PI3K-PDK1-Akt signaling and translocation
of p53. Moreover, the growth factor inhibits MDM2 activation through PTEN
protein and caspase activation, whereas P53 induces MDM2, which provides
DNA-damaged cells the opportunity for DNA repair. Subsequently, p53 induces
PTEN, which then induces the death of mutated or irrevocably DNA-damaged
cells. P53 and MDM2 form a highly complex network which allows for the pro-
liferation of healthy cells and the elimination of mutated cells [20].
In order to model these processes, we use an ACS with two membranes, one
representing the nucleus and one enclosing the cytoplasm, which are labeled
n and c, respectively. As such, the membrane structure is [c[n]n]c where [c]c
represents cytoplasm and [n]n represents for nucleus. The rewriting rules of p53
signaling network are given in Table2. Some rules require target membrane to be
moved: for example, the rules for the “cytoplasm ([c]c)“, P53 → (P53, Nucleus)
means that a P53 in the cytoplasm will move to “nucleus ([n]n)“ and instead of
empty multiset, we have written “vanish” for clarity.
Biologically, MDM2 is phoshorylated by survival signaling through the PI3-
kinase-PDK1-Akt pathway, which promotes rapid p53 degradation. We have
summarized these interactions in the rule from Rn. Thus P53 and MDM2 from
an auto-regulatory negative feedback loop. Once DND damage increases P53 is
activated and trans-located from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. The activated
P53 complex induces PTEM protein and caspase activation that inhibit MDM2
activation. We have summarized these interactions in the rule
P53− tetrameter,DNA− damage → P53− tetrameter+, DNA− damage
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Fig. 8. Schematic model of P53 signal transduction system
Table 2. Rewriting rules of the P53 signaling network
Rules in Cytoplasm, Rc
P53 → vanish,
P53 → (P53, Nucleus),
Ruels in Nucleus, Rn
P53, P53, P53, P53 → P53-tetrameter,
P53− tetrameter → P53− tetrameter,MDM2,
P53,MDM2 → vanish,
MDM2 → (MDM2, out),
P53− tetrameter,MDM2 → (P53, P53, P53, P53, Cytoplasm),
P53-tetrameter DND-damage → P53− tetrameter+, DNA-damage,
P53− tetrameter+, DNA-damage → P53-tetrameter
P53, MDM2 → vanish
from Rn where “P53− tetrameter+” indicates that P53-tetrameter has been
activated. It forms the positive feedback loop to accelerate p53 activation. The
results of the simulation correlate with biological data; when the DNA is dam-
aged (the “abnormal state in Figure 9), a p53-tetrameter is activated, which
repairs DNA damage, before returning to the normal state, where it is degraded
by MDM2 into single p53. Thus, p53 and MDM2 form an auto-regulatory neg-
ative feedback loop.
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Fig. 9. Time series of concentration of P53 and MDM2 in P53 signaling network
4 Modeling Ecological System
We have modeled chemical reactions, membrane systems, and cell signaling net-
works. Lastly, we model a macro system - an ecosystem. An ecosystem has been
reported in which plants may respond to herbivore feeding activities by produc-
ing volatile chemicals that attract carnivorous enemies of the herbivores [18].
These volatiles are not merely the result of mechanical damage, but are pro-
duced by the plant as a speciﬁc response to herbivore damage. We model this
tritrophic system by using an ARMS with stochastic transition. Let the symbol
“a” be a leaf, “b” be a herbivore, “d” be a carnivore and “c” be the density of
herbivore-induced volatiles. Furthermore, we deﬁne “e” to be an empty state in
order to introduce the death state. A plant is deﬁned implicitly as a number of
leaves. Evolution rule R1 is deﬁned as follows:
a
k1→ a, a r1 (increase in the number of leaves),
a, b
k2→ b, b, c r2 (herbivore eats a leaf),
d , b, c
k3→ d , d r3 (carnivore catches a herbivore),
d
k4→ e r4 (death of a carnivore),
b
k5→ e r5 (death of a herbivore).
Rule r1 corresponds to the sprouting and growth of a plant, r2 corresponds to a
herbivore eating a leaf and the leaf generating volatiles, r3 to the herbivore being
preyed upon by a carnivore, r4 to the death of a carnivore, and r5 to the death
of a herbivore. More precisely, r2 denotes the case when a leaf (a) exists, and a
herbivore (b) eats the leaf and reproduces. The leaf produces volatile compounds
(c) upon being eaten, to attract carnivores. Rule r3 denotes the case when there
is a herbivore (b) present with volatiles (c), and a carnivore (d), attracted by the
volatiles of r2, catches the herbivore and reproduces (d, d).
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Fig. 10. Symbiotic relation of plant, herbivore and carnivores, horizontal axes illustrate
k1 and k2 and the vertical axis illustrates step time of sustaining symbiotic relations;
(with herbovire-induced plant volatiles HIPV)
Fig. 11. Symbiotic relation of plant, herbivore and carnivores, horizontal axes illustrate
k6 and k7 and the vertical axis illustrates step time of sustaining symbiotic relations;
(without HIPV)
Using this model, we compared the outcomes of systems where leaves generate
volatiles against those of systems where leaves do not. The evolution rules of the
system without volatiles R2 are deﬁned as follows:
a
k6→ a, a k6 (increase in the number of leaves),
a, b
k7→ b, b k7 (herbivore eats a leaf),
d , b
k8→ d , d k8 (carnivore catches a herbivore),
d
k9→ e k9 (death of a carnivore),
b
k10→ e k10 (death of a herbivore).
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In both R1 and R2, the symbiotic relationship between plants, herbivores and
carnivores can be identiﬁed. It is interesting that R2 (the relationship under a
system without volatiles, Figure 11) is more likely to collapse than R1, under the
same conditions, with the rate of collapse dependent on the number of plants,
herbivores and carnivores in the initial state, and the reaction rate of r3 and r8.
On the other hand, it shows that a system with volatile generation by plants
(Figure 10) is more robust than a system without it under otherwise identical
conditions. Thus, the role of volatiles warrants further investigation.
5 Dissipation of Information
By modeling self-organizing systems at such diﬀerent scales-a BZ reaction, the
p53 signaling system, and a chemical ecosystem-with ARMS, we have discovered
that these models have a common algorithmic structure. In every model, interac-
tions produce an “intermediate substance” that is consumed by evoking another
interaction. In the BZ reaction, the intermediate product “Y” is produced by
the reaction of “A, X Y” and “Y” is consumed by evoking the auto-catalytic
reaction “X, X, Y → X, X, X”. In the protocell system, membrane compounds
“C” are produced by the reaction of “A, B C” and dissipation of “C” , requiring
the generation of another “C” in order to maintain the membrane (hence, dissi-
pation evokes mobilization of “C”). In the p53 signaling system, the intermediate
product “p53− tetrameter+” is produced by damaged DNA and consumed by
repairing damaged DNA, a reaction that produces another intermediate product
“p53-tetrameter”, which in turn is consumed by generating a third intermediate
product, “MDM2”, through the reaction of “p53-tetrameter → p53-tetrameter,
MDM2”. In the ecosystem, volatile chemical “c” is produced by the feeding activ-
ity of herbivores, as described as the reaction of “a,b → b,b,c”, and is consumed
by evoking the carnivore’s feeding on herbivores “d,b,c → d,d.”
Table 3. Dissipation of information in natural systems
BZ reaction X,X,Y → X,X,X
Proto cell membrane compound → dissolved
P53 system P53− tetrameter+, DNA damage → P53− tetrameter+
Ecosystem carnivore, herbivore, chemical → carnivore, carnivore
As summarized in Table 3, in natural systems, producing and consuming in-
termediate substances are important behaviors for controlling self-organization.
These intermediate substances have not been prepared and are generated through
interactions and consumed by evoking other reactions. As such, these inter-
mediate substances can be regarded as “information”, and they regulate self-
organization phenomenon. We call these information producing and consuming
interactions “dissipation of information.” This is widely realized in natural sys-
tems, and so there are opportunities to manipulate natural systems through this
mechanism.
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6 Harness the Nature for Computation
Using this concept of dissipation of information, intermediate substances do not
fully control the system, but only partly, and the internal dynamics of individual
substances inﬂuence the dynamics of the whole system via a ripple eﬀect. For ex-
ample, in order to control a group of sheep, shepherds do not grip each individual
sheep but threaten several sheep by voice or by using sheepdogs. This intimi-
dation can be regarded as an “intermediate substance”: it is consumed through
aﬀecting the internal dynamics of a group of sheep, likely gathered together, as
when one escaping sheep leads other sheep to follow. We refer to this indirect
control of internal dynamics through aﬀecting part of a system as “harness”,
and those points where internal dynamics can be aﬀected as “harness points.”
Harness a System by Dissipative of Information
We harness a food chain model which is composed of nine species of Lotoka-
Volterra equations. Before harnessing, the model is denoted as;
a0, a1 → a1, a1,
a1, a2 → a2, a2,
...........
a9, a0 → a0, a0,
We set initial species populations as 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, then
ran the system through 190 time steps. Species whose initial populations were
90, 70, 50, and 30 become extinct (Figure6). We harness the system by using
Fig. 12. Population dynamics of the food chain which is composed of 10 species of
Lotoka-Volterra model
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information dissipative through introducing intermediate substances c0, ..., c9 as
harness points;
a0, a1, c0 → a1, a1, c1,
a1, a2, c1 → a2, a2, c2,
...........
a9, a0, c9 → a0, a0, c0,
where at each food chain step, an intermediate substance is consumed and pro-
duced, hence oscillations become very small (Figure 6).
After introducing harness points, although the distribution of initial popu-
lations remained the same, large amplitude oscillations were inhibited and no
species become extinct (Figure6).
Fig. 13. Harnessed population dynamics of the food chain which is composed of 10
species of Lotoka-Volterra model with intermediate substances. It is noticed that, scale
of the vertical axis is diﬀerent from Figure6.
GPA
We harness GACS to solve a problem and named it the Genetic Protocell Al-
gorithm (GPA). We solve the doubling problem, calculating the sum of a and b
then showing the result as a number of c (c = 2(a+ b)); The construct of GPA
ΓGPA is
ΓGPA = (Sacs, fs,Ms, θ),
where
(1) Sacs = {acs1, ..., acsn} is a set of ACS;
(2) fs(acsi) is a function which gives the ﬁtness value of acsi;
(3) Ms(acsi) is a operation which mutates acsi;
(4) θ is the threshold of ﬁtness value for natural selection;
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In the initial state, we set 100 elementary cells inside M0. No compounds are
transformed among protocells and no input and output are assumed.
The way of dissolving and dividing are the same as in GACS. After n rewriting
steps, if the number of c in an acs is smaller than 7, its membrane is dissolved
(a harness point), while if the number of c is larger than 9, the membrane is
divided and a point mutation R is passed down to the new membrane. When
a membrane is divided, chemicals inside the divided cell and its parent cell are
reset to {a2, b2, c0} and the same problem again is solved again. The algorithm
of GPA is summarized as follows;
begin
while (ﬂag = NULL)
select acsi ∈ Sacs randomly
rewriting mi ∈ asci
obtain the ﬁtness value vf = fs(mi)
if (vf < θ)
then
Sacs − acsi
generate a new acsi randomly
Sacs ∪ acsi
else
a generate new acs, acsj by mutating
M ∪ acsj
if ∃acsk ∈ Sacs convergence
then ﬂag:=T
end.
An Experimental Result of a GPA
The GPA in this experiment was deﬁned as follows; ΓGPA=(Sacs, fs=M(c), c ∈
acsi(1 ≥ i ≥ 100), θ = fs(acsi) < 7), where acsi(1 ≥ i ≥ 100) is deﬁned as
follows;
Γ = (A = {a, b, c}, μ, μ = {[, ]0, ...[, ]100},M0 = {[a2, b2, c0]100}, R,MC = {}¸)
and θ is the same as previous section and σ is not used. In the initial state, R is
After 5,000 reaction steps, every R which reached the solution within 8 steps was
a b c
a 0aa 0ab 1ac
b 1ba 0bb 0bc
c 0ca 1cb 0cc,
selected; Chemical components of selected cells were reset to the initial state,
[a2, b2, c0] and the calculations were performed again. Next, Rs that solved the
problem within 5 steps were selected. In this case, they had converged into the
same reaction rules as follows; this R is closed to the result; By harnessing GACS,
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we attempted to treat a system as a living thing, whereby in order to obtain
the desired result, we observed its output (behaviors) and harnessed them by
changing the environment without halting computation; by harnessing, natural
selections and mutations lead to the GACS that achieves our goal.
a → a,c, a → a,b,c,c,
b → a,b,c,c, b → a,b,c,c,







While the concept of a harness has the concept been used, but not named as a
“harness,” its realizations have already been used in various ﬁelds, as described
in the following examples.
Spray Treatment. Secretory otitis media (SOM), persistent ﬂuid in the mid-
dle ear cavity, stems from an unknown cause. S Skovbjerg et al. [12] used a nasal
spray containing alpha-streptococcal bacteria considered to have a protective
eﬀect for children prone to middle ear infections, or otitis media. They investi-
gated the clinical, bacteriological, and immunological eﬀects of treatment with
pro-biotic bacteria on SOM.
In the double-blind pilot/preliminary study, 60 children with chronic SOM
(median 6 months) scheduled for insertion of tympanostomy tubes were assigned
randomized nasal spray treatments with Streptococcus sanguinis, Lactobacillus
rhamnosus, or placebo for 10 days before surgery. Clinical evaluation was car-
ried out after 10 days of treatment. Middle ear ﬂuid (MEF) was collected during
surgery for quantiﬁcation of cytokines and detection of bacteria by culture and
polymerase chain reaction. Nasopharyngeal swabs were obtained before treat-
ment and at surgery.
Complete or signiﬁcant clinical recovery occurred in 7/19 patients treated with
S. sanguinis compared to 1/17 patients in the placebo group (p < 0.05). In the L.
rhamnosus treatment group, 3/18 patients were cured or became much better (p
= 0.60; compared to placebo). Spray treatment did not alter the composition of
the nasopharyngeal ﬂora or the cytokine pattern observed in the nasopharynx or
MEF, except for a higher level of IL-8 found in the nasopharynx of L. rhamnosus-
treated children. This study shows that spray treatment with S. sanguinis may
be eﬀective against SOM.
Harness Point. In the spray treatment, the internal dynamics is the population
dynamics between the causative microorganism and the resident microbiota and





Pest Control Technique. In the previous section, we modeled an ecosystem
where plants responded to herbivore feeding activity by producing volatiles that
attracted carnivorous enemies. J. Takabayashi et al. have used this model as
harness for a pest control technique [22]. They found that cruciferous plants
infested by diamondback moth larvae emitted a blend of volatiles that attract
Cotesia vestalis, carnivorous braconid wasps that are natural enemies of the
larvae. They also conducted experiments using a synthetic blend of C. vestalis
attractants for diamondback moth control. They have identiﬁed the braconid
inducement material triggered by the diamondback moth, and have developed
an action control technique for the attracted wasp and another technique for
activating the induced wasp.
Harness Point. In the pest control, the internal dynamics is the information
dissipative in the population dynamics of ecosystem and a harness point is in-
termediate substance, chemical volatiles, HIPV.
7 Conclusion
We have considered the harness from the viewpoint of natural computing. We
investigated facsimile computational models of spontaneous self-organization in
nature, and identiﬁed dissipation of information ﬂow as a common mechanism.
Since the dissipation of information algorithm only partly aﬀects a system’s
internal dynamics, we consider it an indirect method of control, and conceived
the concept of harnessing natural systems for the harness. We discovered that
this concept is already used in harnessing as summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Examples of diﬀerent kinds of harness based on the concept of a harness,
classiﬁed according to synthesis method, harness point, and materials
class Primary Harness point Secondary
Wetware Microbiology population dynamics Spray treatment
Chemical Ecology Dissipation of Info. Pest Control
Software Simulation of Dissipation of Info. Genetic Proto-cell
Proto-cell and population dynamics Algorithm
Roughly, we can have two types of assumptions of the world: the digital world
assumption (DWA) and the analog world assumption (AWA). In the DWA, every
substance has a digital existence (i.e., either exists or does not exist) while in the
AWA, every substance has an analog existence. Hence, in the DWA, we can use
proof by contradiction, a powerful and convenient tool for deduction; however,
we cannot use it in the AWA. Computing, although usable in the DWA, is an
even more important tool within the AWA.
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Nature is composed of gray boxes: in many cases, we can partly know about
what is inside a box but not completely know about it. We describe a world
composed of gray boxes as the oracle world, and a world composed of white
boxes as the constructive world.
In computer science, we have mainly designed algorithms in the constructive
world with the DWA; however, we can not compose algorithm by using gray
boxes but white boxes. Hence we propose a constructive method as harness;
science for the harness requires control methods in the oracle world with the
AWA. Natural computing will be able to oﬀer this through the paradigm of
harnessing nature for computing.
In this position paper, we propose the concept of a harness and show that it
has already been utilized for creating the harness. In order to better understand
the harness concept, basic principles must be identiﬁed by idealizing it. Harness-
ing has nonetheless been used heuristically, and here we have shown examples
of harnessing through dissipative information, a technique that could be used
for multiscale phenomena such as drug design, environment conservation, and
consensus making in a society.
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